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With American Equities trading near highs and European markets closing flat yesterday, Asian markets too have followed the global trends so far. Japan

reopens from Equinox holiday with its index trading slightly negative. With no much data for traders to trade on yesterday, the FX markets took cues from

the statement of U.S. FED dove Evans who said, Its a challenging period of time, noting the potential for a big stimulus boost to growth. He suggested that

would pose a risk to the FOMC given the economy is close to full capacity. He also said the lower pace of capital expansion could reflect lower trend growth.

He was answering audience questions following his speech to the NY-ABE. This would not be interpreted as a more hawkish stance from the ardent Fed dove,

but merely a statement of possible risks.

Evans has also stated that he thinks 3 hikes are entirely possible this year, however, he added that more or less are possible. The Fed is also becoming more

confident that inflation is moving up and indeed, that's becoming his main concern. Additionally, fiscal policy could provide an important lift to price

pressures. Financial conditions are a bit easier than they were a few months ago.

The dollar traded weaker in Asia today with the Fed squarely in focus as

policymaker speeches loom, though an extraordinary day of news about

Russian meddling in the presidential election raised political risk.

Overnight, the DXY recovered from early session losses to trade slightly

higher yesterday, as sterling slipped, following news that Article 50 will

be triggered next week, while a softer tone on protectionism from G20

financial leaders at the weekend weighed on upside momentum.

The Federal Reserve last Wednesday, stuck to its previous forecast of

two more rate hikes this year against expectations from market

participants of three rate hikes.

INR against the Dollar with an expected opening at 65.38 is again

expected to trade under pressure. 65.20 levels would be watched on by

players in the coming days.
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S1 Pivot R1

Exporters Strategy

Importers Strategy

April forwards partially ( 25%) could be hedged at 65.85 

Suggest to book April forwards partially at 65.70 & more at 65.60

Intraday Bias Intraday Strategy Intraday Range

Pivot Levels
65.25 65.5 65.61

Sideways SELL USDINR FUT 65.55-65.60 TGT65.36 SL 65.70 65.30 - 65.70

S3

65.10

S2

65.18

R2

65.67

R3

65.76

USDINR Intraday Outlook

Dollar index is trading at 100.11.

USD against INR will be following in the footsteps of the Dollar index which has been hovering near to 100 after Chicago Fed President Evans said the central

bank will wait until June to decide on the next rate hike yesterday, ahead of Fed policymaker remarks which is due on Tuesday. These dovish comments from

FOMC voting member has weighted on US dollar, as the investors were looking for aggressive comments from Fed expecting 4 hikes this year against Fed’s

dot plot of 3.

There was no economic data reported yesterday. Today market would be focusing on comments from Fed officials Dudley and George as well as US Q4

Current Account data. Markets will also track the International transactions data that is expected to come lower than previous at -113B.

This is the daily chart of USDINR, the pair after opening

65.49 made a high of 65.54 and was trading flat to negative

and had a narrow range day after falling for past many days

the pair had violated the levels of 66.00 on spot and since

then the pair had a steep fall from the said levels onwards

and in the above mention pair, the pair had broken with a

double top pattern and likely to continue its intermediate

down trend, so traders can fade the rallies.



S1 Pivot R1

EURINR Intraday Outlook

Euro is trading at 1.0760, appreciating against US dollar and trading close to 6 weeks high. The investors remained cautious on upcoming French Presidential

elections. A poll showed anti-EU leader Le Pen is leading against independent candidate Macron in the first round of French Presidential elections which is

due on April 23. The poll also showed Macron beating Le Pen comfortably in the second-round of the French elections. German PPI numbers which were

reported yesterday were lower than expectations but had no major impact. Economic calendar remains light for the day.

This is the daily chart of EURUSD pair yesterday after

opening at 1.0739 the pair made a high of 1.0770and was

trading side wise in the range of 1.0770-1.0717 and was

consolidating its gains after a run-up from 1.05 levels, the

pair has been making higher low and this verge created a

inverted a head and shoulder pattern where the neckline

comes at 1.08, if the pair able to sustain and close above

1.08 then it can show some strong momentum, but during

the day likely to consolidate 1.0710-1.0775 levels until a

breakout occurs ,so traders can buy at dips to tests of highs.

Pivot Levels
70.22 70.50 70.59

70.10 - 70.65

S3 S2 R2 R3

70.11 70.18 70.63 70.71

Intraday Bias Intraday Strategy Intraday Range

Bullish
BUY EURUSD 1.0735-1.0725 TGT 1.0780 TGT 1.0715

BUY EURINR 70.35-70.25 TGT 70.70 SL 70.15

Exporters Strategy Suggest to book April exposures partially at 70.95

Importers Strategy April forwards can be kept open for the day



S1 Pivot R1

80.77 80.92 81.63 81.79

Exporters Strategy April exposures are suggested to be left open for the day

Importers Strategy Import bookings can be done partially at current levels of 81.35 forward

Pivot Levels
81.01 81.20 81.54

S3 S2 R2 R3

GBPINR Intraday Outlook

Sterling is trading at 1.2365, reversing from the levels of 1.2430 after UK PM May has confirmed the Brexit trigger date on 29th of March. This news has

made the Pound to give all the gains from previous week after BoE’s hawkish comments. Today markets would focus on CPI, PPI and CBI Industrial Trends

Orders numbers.  We expect GBP to remain under pressure ahead of Brexit negotiations with EU.

This is the daily chart of GBPUSD, the pair yesterday after

opening at 1.2388 and attempted to get pass 1.24 levels

that has been acting as a strong resistance and made a high

of 1.2436 and reversed signifying the importance of the said

levels, but on a broader/medium term scale the pair has

been trading in the range of 1.21-1.2550 with three white

shoulder from the demand zone the pair is expected to

surpass the levels of 1.24 but intraday likely to be volatile.

Intraday Bias Intraday Strategy Intraday Range

Sideways
SELL GBPUSD 1.2385-1.24 TGT 1.2320 SL 1.2410

SELL GBPINR 81.20-81.30 TGT 80.85 SL 81.40
80.80 - 81.30



S1 Pivot R1

57.63 57.76 58.28 58.40

Exporters Strategy Partial booking for April can be done at 58.50 forward rate

Importers Strategy A stop for April imports is suggested at 58.60 forward rate for the day

Pivot Levels
57.83 58.10 58.20

Sideways
BUY USDJPY 112.40-112.50 SL 112.20 TGT 113.20

SELL JPYINR 58.15-58.20 TGT 57.88 SL 58.32
57.90 - 58.25

S3 S2 R2 R3

This is the daily chart of USDJPY pair, the pair has been

trading g in the broader range of 111.60-115.00 for past

many weeks and yesterday after making a low of 112.26 the

pair saw some in today morning session from the lows, if

the pair able to sustain the yesterday low likely to see some

further appreciation but with indication likely MACD on a

negative zone the pair will consolidate during the day and

will see some side wise activity in today’s session in the

range of 112-113.50.

Intraday Bias Intraday Strategy Intraday Range

JPYINR Intraday Outlook

Japanese Yen is trading at 112.72, rebounding from the levels of 112.29. We have seen USD/JPY pair correcting from the levels of 112.90 in yesterday’s session after dovish

comments from Chicago Fed President Evans. Japan was closed yesterday for Spring Equinox Day. Economic calendar remains light for the day. Expect 112.00 levels to act as a

support.



Time Currency Forecast Previous

3:00 PM GBP 2.1% 1.8%

3:00 PM GBP 0.2% 1.7%

3:00 PM GBP 2.9B -9.8B

3:00 PM GBP 2.9% 2.6%

3:30 PM USD

All Day EUR

6:00 PM USD -129B -113B
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